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Hear what Chaz Chumley, one of our Advisory Board members and fellow speaker, has to say about
CFUnited for developers in the government:
Working for the government has its benefits and its challenges. As a web developer I often have
constraints with technology. Being told what I can use, what I can't. Facing challenges to common
problems but not always knowing what tools to use and what new technology is best suited for a
government business.
With a lot of government agencies using ColdFusion, having a conference like CFUnited makes my
life a little bit easier. Yet, every year the schedule comes out I find myself wondering with so many
great presentations what will I benefit from the most. Often there are multiple topics going on at the
same time and since I can't be in two places at one time, I may split my time between them. While
this is not the best way to absorb all the information what else can I do?
So I thought I would help those this year that face this challenge by suggesting the Top Ten Topics
to take in based on a typical application life cycle:
1) Setting up a Solid Local Development Environment - Kurt Wiersma
Good development starts with a solid development environment and for new to seasoned developers
this is important to us all. If you find yourself struggling with the setup and are tired of wasting your
time scouring the Internet to figure out the best way to setup your environment, then you don't want
to miss this topic.
2) HTML5: The cool, the really cool, and the "huh"? - Christian Ready
As web design has progressed over the years and government websites needing a facelift to bring
them into the Web 2.0 era, HTML and CSS has stepped up to make it easier. So what exactly
changed with HTML5 and how do I use it along with CSS3 to get more bang for my buck in the
latest browsers? Well this topic is for you as Christian shows you the ins and outs of the latest flavor
of HTML.
3) ColdFusion and jQuery: Two Great Tastes that Go Great Together - Jeff Coughlin
Since ColdFusion 8 we have been introduced to Javascript User interface enhancements and with
even more tools introduced in ColdFusion 9 you may be scratching your head. Maybe there is more
you would like to do with the client interaction than what ColdFusion provides. JQuery is a great
javascript library and ColdFusion a great server-side language. If you like to put your chocolate in
the peanut butter and see what you come up with then you don't want to miss out on this topic.
4) Hidden Gems in ColdFusion Builder - Charlie Arehart
With cost and budgets constraints always at the forefront of government, it pays to know which
editor you should be using to do your development in. Adobe has released a great editor target
specifically for ColdFusion development but extensible to allow you to build upon it without buying
additional software. Join Charlie as he shows you how to get the most out of ColdFusion builder.
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5) ColdFusion and the Open Source Landscape - Sean Corfield
I have started to see a trend of the government moving toward more Open Source with databases,
programming and server environments. Why? More Support? Cheaper costs? Where does that put
ColdFusion? Join Sean as explains how ColdFusion plays a big part in the Open Source Landscape
and how you can benefit both from the community and your next budget meeting.
6) CFWheels - Convention Over Configuration - Mike Henke
Choosing a framework in general can be a daunting task. How you manage your development team
can often dictate which one to use. With so many good frameworks out there, how do I choose? I
prefer convention over large XML configuration files and finally we have a framework that fits just
that mold. Join Mike as he walks you through ColdFusion on Wheels, based on the popular Open
Source Ruby on Rails, this framework has powerful database interaction, extensible plug-in support,
provides rapid development, SES friendly url's and works out of the box on both ColdFusion and
Railo.
7) Writing Secure CFML - Pete Freitag
If there is one thing synonymous with Government, it's Security. Being able to write secure
ColdFusion code should be at the top of everyone's list. This presentation will cover several
common yet dangerous vulnerabilities, and offer tips and tricks to protect your applications.
8) Searching with Apache Solr - Shannon Hicks
Search functionality or the lack of it has always been a topic of long conversations. Government
agencies generally pay a hefty price tag for leasing a Google Appliance and while Google search is
definitely powerful, it lacks the ability to provide a more faceted approach. With ColdFusion 9
introducing Apache Solr and Lucene you will definitely want to attend this session as Shannon
explains how to harness this new search functionality.
9) ColdFusion Report Builder - Chaz Chumley
How many times has your manager or director asked you for a report? Does your agency spend a lot
of money on report writing tools? Do you know ColdFusion provides a reporting tool for free? You
definitely want to join us for the presentation as we look at how easy it is to use ColdFusion Builder
to build and display reports right inside your applications.
10) AIR development with jQuery and ColdFusion - Raymond Camden
With Web 2.0 the buzz around the Government now a day, teams are scrambling to find the next
coolest widgets, iPhone application or user interfaces to build. Why not consider AIR then to take
your existing ColdFusion application and easily turn it into a desktop client. Join Ray as he walks
your through how to put the tools you already know how to use to work in developing an AIR
application.

